
Preparation Workflow for FSLabs A319/A320

After safety inspection and electrical power up, you start by planning the flight through either 
Simbrief or PFPX.

This enables you then to determine the required block fuel amount and format the flightplan to
have it downloaded into the MCDU.

When you set the aircraft state to „On GPU“ and select INIT A on the left MCDU and MCDU 
MENU – ATSU -AOC MENU you will see this:

If you use Simbrief, I suggest you get the SimBrief Downloader and use the download directory
which is found automatically. It should look like this:

C:\Users\Public\Dokuments\FSLabs Data\Routes

If the folder was not created during the installation process, simply add it yourself.



As soon as the flightplan was downloaded or saved manually in the mentioned folder simply 
enter the ATC Flightnumber in the amber boxes on the left (in this case OEO522) and press 
LSK2R „INIT REQUEST“. After a couple of seconds, the flightplan should be inserted into the 
MCDU:
 

Before manipulating the FPLN, go to the right MCDU and have a look at the layout. 
You will find all kinds of available selections which interacts with different services like GSX, 
Performance Request (for performance calculations) and Active Sky. Don't worry, if you don't 
have GSX or Active Sky, you can still use these menues. Or if you want to get airborne quickly,
you don't have to use any of these. It is completely in your hands how you wish to use the 
FSLabs features. Before moving on, let me explain some of these symbols that you will see 
next to some prompts in the AOC Menu:

A „+“ symbol shows those menues which need to be selected and filled out. 
A „3“ symbol means that data will be uplinked once task completed (i.e. Refuelling)
A „6“ symbol means data has been uplinked and needs to be checked and confirmed.

Amber boxes have to be filled out.



So let's start by pressing LSK1L „INIT“ which brings up this page:

This menu is there to initialize the flight, i.e. Get the aircraft logged into the company server, 
which then enables other features like automatic messages regarding departure slot or 
performance and loadsheet requests.

So we fill out the amber boxes by inserting the FLT NBR (in this case OEO522) and the ETE 
(estimated time enroute):

Once the boxes are filled, press LSK5R „INIT DATA REQ“. It will then say below that „Qeued“ 
and then „Sent“. Once the server has accepted the request, the message „INTITIALISATION 
RECD“ will appear in the scratchpad.



The second page of that INIT page is a Flightlog menu:

You don't need to fill out anything here. All times are automatically logged. However if you 
perform an autoland you need to select the corresponing LSK after being onblocks at the 
destination airport.

Now return to the main AOC Menu. Next select the LSK2L „OFP DATA“. Normally when 
downloading the OFP into the MCDU, these boxes should be filled out automatically.

If not, fill out all the amber boxes first. So from our flightplan we know our Block-, Taxi- and 
Tripfuel. Also the Edition Nr. of the flightplan (usually 01) and the planned ZFW. Also set the 
STD (Standard Departure Time) of your flight. 

Before pressing LSK6R „SEND“, select how you want the aircraft refueled. You have the 
options:
1) INSTANT (as the name says, fuel is set instantly to the entered Block Fuel)
2) AUTOMATIC (for those who don't have GSX, fueling is simulated without external animation)
3) VIA GSX (this orders the fuel truck and once it arrives fuels up the aircraft)
4) MANUAL (if you want to use the refuelling panel app through a browser window)

Make your selection and then press LSK6R „SEND“.



Now go back to the AOC Menu and select LSK6R „RECEIVED MESSAGES“. There you should 
see the message called „MESSAGE“. Selecting this will show the following:

From this you can see the EOBT (Estimated Off Block Time) and the given CTOT (Slot time). 
Also the estimated Taxitime and to be expected delay (for example if the airport is having 
some adverse weather). 

Another message you will reveive after sending the OFP DATA, is the preliminary Loadsheet:

Like the name says, this loadsheet is preliminary and you will reveive a final loadsheet shortly 
before departure once loading (passengers and cargo) has been completed.

You need to select the „ACCEPT“ prompt to confirm the receipt.

Now go back to the main AOC MENU.

I suggest you now go to the LSK4R „BOARDING“ in order to arrange the boarding time.



There you have two pages available. The first one shows the amount of crew, passengers and 
cargo and its distribution. You can change the individual passenger and cargo numbers if you 
wish.

The second page is the one where you can make many different selections. 

Depending on whether or not you have GSX, or whether or not you want to simulate the 
catering (which does take some time) you can do that now. 
Also you can select a boarding time or start boarding „now“. By selecting a boarding time and 
pressing „REQUEST“ you can go on and do other things like preparing your FMS etc. and 
boarding will start automatically at the entered time. 

However if you don't want to simulate all of that, simply select LSK4R „INSTANT“ and 
boarding, catering etc. will be done instantly. That way you can expedite the ground 
preparation.

At some point refueling will be completed and you will see a number 6 appear next to the FUEL
prompt. Selecting the FUEL page will show the following:



The uplink amount (2267) has to be confirmed by copying that amount into the LSK1L 
„VOLUME“ and checking the FUEL DIFF on the right side. A maximum amount of 0.3 tons is 
allowed as a difference between the QTY BFOR and the SUPP amount.

Now that fueling, catering and boarding has been taken care off, I would now get an ATIS or 
METAR in order to prepare the FMS.

If you are logged into VATSIM simply press the „DEP ATIS“ prompt. If not, use the „WX/ATIS“ 
prompt, insert the Airport ICAO code and press „METAR“. That will call up the weather info 
from the selected provider (like HIFI AS, NOAA etc.).

With that prepare the FMS in the known manner (I use the so called „DIFRIPS“ model).

Once boarding has been completed, a final loadsheet version is sent and can be retrieved by 
selecting RECEIVED MESSAGES - LOADSHEET.



With this loadsheet you get all important infos like ZFW, TOW, Passenger amount and center of 
gravity. Also any revision info if available. 
Be aware that the final ZFW/TOW might differ a littel from the planned values. So make sure 
you carefully review these figures and insert them in the corresponing FMS pages (INIT B).

With the final load data we can now either calculate the takeoff performance via a external 
programme (like TopCat) or simply use the AOC MENU prompt „PERF REQ“:

Make sure to carefully fill out all the amber boxes and the conditions (like ANTI-ICE, PACKS-
OFF  etc.), and also the EST.TOW and EST.MACTOW (although we now have the final values).



Once everything is filled out, press the „SEND“ key.
The calculation of the Performance Data takes some time. Be patient and wait for the 
PERFORMANCE message to show up in the RECEIVED MESSAGES menu.
Once it shows up, select it and copy the data to the PERF page.



So we are almost ready fpr departure. All that is missing now is the departure clearance.
Obviously this will only be used when using VATSIM/IVAO and the airport actually 
accomodating PDC. Should this be the case you fill out all the amber boxes and press „SEND“.



It will take a couple of seconds for ATC to respond. If successfull you will get a clearance like 
this:

Check the clearance and then press „ACCEPT“. That will send a confirmation to ATC, that you 
have received and accepted the given clearance.

As a final confirmation you will receive the „Clearance Confirmed“ message which then 
concludes the clearance process. There is no need to contact clearance delivery unless being 
told to do so in the clearance.

Now you are ready for pushback. Should you need deicing, you can select that through the 
GSX menu.


